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• Temporal coherence plays an important role to 
produce realistic human motion. 


• Simple interpolation is commonly used to refine 
motion jitters - but it doesn’t work well for long-term 
and heavy-occluded frames.


• A periodic feature, called Phase, shows big potential 
to improve motion quality by describing motion in 
multi-dimensional sinusoidal space. 

Phase: A multi-dimensional sinusoidal vector

 Prior: A autoregressive generation network 

Left:  Phase feature extraction. The key module is a periodic auto-encoder equipped with convolution 
and FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) layers in its intermediate structure, allowing it to compute embeddings 
in the frequency domain given joint velocities as inputs.


Right: Conditional human motion prior. The pose in the next frame is predicted by sampling from a 
Gaussian distribution produced by the prior model. In the training stage, the prior model  is trained 
with posterior  by aligning their output distributions, without the input of paired frames. Thus, the prior 
model only predicts solely at inference time by only considering the previous frame. Note that we used 
a sine activation layer in the decoder.

R
EFormulation

We propose a novel motion prior based on the 
phase manifold for synthesizing feasible motions 
for various downstream tasks.

A new optimization framework incorporating 
phase feature energy, which can work robustly 
for many challenging scenarios where the 
observation is incomplete or ambiguous in 
temporal and spatial domains

Pt = [pt, Ft, At] pt = (At ⋅ sin(2π ⋅ St), At ⋅ cos(2π ⋅ St))

Given a windows of 2 seconds motion data, we 
take the joint velocity  as input, 
followed by differentiable FFT layer:

Xt ∈ ℝ3×J×N

At, Bt, Ft = FFT(Conv(Xt))
Then the Phase feature  is defined with:Pt

(1)

(2), 

Model the transition between two frames , 
with condition variant  and phase 

[xt−1, xt]
z P

Δx, ΔP, ct = G(xt−1, zt−1, Pt−1)
̂xt = xt−1

(3)

(4)⊕ Δx, ̂Pt = Pt−1 + ΔP
Then a sequence of poses can be generated.

Given partial observations, such as a 2D landmark sequence or a partial 3D joint sequence, we estimate 
the original 3D pose sequence through optimization.

Stage 1: Produce initial guess of [body pose parameter , environment parameters].

Stage 2: Produce the initial [phase feature , variant feature ] using the encoder . Then produce a 
target phase curve based on our cyclic updating and robust blending strategy.


Stage 3: Refine the initial data with the following energy:

     


̂x0:T
P1:T z1:T E

We show the evaluation on following tasks: (i) motion 
generation (2) motion estimation from sparse observation.

Table 1. Comparison results on AMASS dataset reconstruction

Table 2. Comparison results on estimation from different input conditions 
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argminz1:T−1,β(Eobs + Eprior + Ereg + Ephase) (6)

pt = Āt ⋅ I(αP)(R(θ) ⋅ pt−1, (pt−1 + Δp)) θ = Δt ⋅ 2π ⋅ F̄t (5), 

Where the  and  is dynamic blended based on the confidence value from observation.Āt F̄t


